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A group exhibition featuring HATCH Projects Residents 
Cameron Clayborn, Sydney Shavers, and Anna Showers-Cruser

Curated by Ariel Gentalen



You’re right—this exhibition is titled after a song on the recently
released Harry Styles solo album. Styles, a former member of the 
deliriously popular boy band One Direction, has attempted 
through an EP of classic rock-inspired songs to profess his 
maturity, his vision, and his independence. But most critically, his 
work reads as a rejection of the forces around him that tried to 
collapse him into something singular and prescribed both 
endlessly consumable and completely disposable. The comparison 
is ridiculous, of course—he is a famous, handsome, white man, 
whose privileges exceed imagination—but doesn’t that speak to 
the absurdity all the more? Together, the three artists in this show, 
and myself as a young curator, join Styles at the precipice of 
self-actualization, trying to stake a claim for a complex self in a 
world disinclined to invite us right in. 

The particular beauty of idea of a sweet creature is the interplay of 
its identity: sweet, presumes innocence, while creature distinctly 
otherizes. Creatures are alien—considered pitiful or viewed with 
contempt‚—and typically symbols to be avoided, feared, and even 
destroyed. There is no evident place in our world for a creature, 
however sweet. The psychological pain of living in a world that is 
not constructed for one's body can, at times, feel insurmountable; 
but, together, these artists create space to unlearn preset values 
that create and inform "otherness.” They offer the comforts that 
only a fellow creature can: Small nooks in the world designed to 
celebrate a self celebrated nowhere. 

The three artists in this exhibition directly confront what it means 
to be denied their humanity, whether based on the color of skin, 
their sexuality, or their gender. Each struggles against 
pre-conceived systems of power that attempt to slice and serve 
them as discrete sections of their identities always in relation to 
that of the (unachievable) “ideal”—white, hetero, able, cis, male. 
From sites of deep personal experience, Cameron Clayborn, 
Sydney Shavers, and Anna Showers-Cruser invite viewers to 
experience what it feels like to be told you are unfitting. 

Clayborn centers his practice around his sewing machine, a vital 
source of production and context for the corporeal sculptures 
produced out of leather and shimmering vinyl. Utilizing his body as 
the origin point in his work, Clayborn finds ways to abstract himself 
through materials that highlight the intersections he stands at as a 
gay black man. Following an essential artistic  lineage of queer 
history, from drag shows to protest banners, Clayborn zips his 
material through this mechanical lens with exquisite skill, creating 
disembodied sacks. Inherently sexual and playful but also deeply 
serious, his works taunt the rigid dichotomies of male/female, 
gay/straight, human/inhuman, and valued/undervalued. 

Shavers mines her adolescent memories of playing basketball in a 
predominantly white Chicago suburb as a young teen. As a youth, 
she experienced her coach, an older white man, dismissing “inner 
city” black girls her own age. Shavers has noted how long it took 
her to unpack the comments he made, much later in life, realizing 
the impact they had on her formative years. Sports culture is rife 
with misogyny and sexism, and in this new work, Shavers pulls out 
the militarized aspects of sports in her video work—drills, whistles, 
formations, the omnipresent coach whose words flash before the 
viewer— to highlight how bodies are policed through coded 
language, both on and off the court. In contrast, the celebration of 
the black female body present in the wallpaper behind the video 
presents an entirely different image than that spoken of by Shaver’s 
former coach - however looking closer it asks the viewer again, if 
this represenation is any less constructed or affected by how white 
men perceive black women. Through appropriation of images that 
harken to widely shared cultural experiences like sports and 
pornography, Shavers layers the barriers facing  her body.

Showers-Cruser creates contemporary fossils out of her 
ongoing battle with the American healthcare system that has 
consistently ignored the needs of queer bodies. She has solicited 
the documentation and supplies common amongst genderqueer 
individuals that rely heavily on a medical system that makes them 
jump through hoops to collect diagnoses to validate their existence. 
As we are on the verge of losing expanded coverage, 
Showers-Cruser has constructed alters to the struggle, handling 
queer objects as rarefied tokens and by placing femme at the front, 
she insinuates care and gentleness in her acts. Asking the viewer to 
scour through the layers, she highlights the labor of trying to live 
against the odds, all while trying to find a way to still love and care 
for herself. 

As most of us find ourselves in a renewed struggle to gain 
acknowledgement of our basic humanity—noting that we never 
stopped, that history is continually repeating itself, that oppression 
continues to manifest itself through force, through law, through 
everyday acts committed by armed and unarmed citizens—art will 
continue to provide the salve we need to resist. These artists resist 
by existing, and together they find a space for celebration of sweet 
creatures. Or, to quote Styles: “We don’t know where we’re going, 
but we know that we belong.”

Ariel Gentalen 
Curator, SWEET CREATURE 


